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Protesters Besiege
German Parliament
BONN, West Germany (UPI) -The W.cst German parliament, besieged
by thousands of chanting protesters held back by police spraying jets of water
laced with tear gas, debated a plan Monday to deploy new U.S. missiles in the
country.
The small anit-nuclear Greens Party created a disturbance inside the
chamber, parading photographs of the Vietnam War and Nazis battling Jews
in the Warsaw ghetto.
Chancellor Helmut Kohl told the legislators the medium-range missiles
were needed to safeguard peace.
The government coalition of Kohl's conservative Christian Democ;rats and
Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher's liberal Free Democrats support
deployment and hold a safe majority in parliament.
The opposition Social Democrats and Greens w.erc given no chanGe of
rejecting the missile program in a vote scheduled for today.
Anti-missile actions also took place in other cities on the first day of the
debate in the Bundestag, the lower house of Parliament, on plans to deploy 96
cruise and 108 Pershing-2 missiles in West Germany.
·
About 1,000 young people blocked traffic in the nmth Gern1an city of
Bremen, another 1,000 in Hamburg and 400 in the Black Forest city of
Freiburg, where 23 people were arrested.
Torchlight parades were scheduled for later in the day in Bonn, Stuttgart,
Munich and Hamburg.
Police dispersed about 3,000 to 4,000 demonstrators, most of them young,
Roberto Salas and Bettina Finchentein staged a sculptural piece combining ·different who marched on Parliament, blocked the main roads leading to the building,
mediums in the N.M. Union Monday. The theme was sleep, repairs of the'body and sleep, and stoned the Salvadoran Embassy and paraded through the capital shouting,
"Americans get out" and "Grenada, Nicaragua, Euroshima."
repairs of the psyche.
The last name in the chant has been used to describe Hiroshima-like
nuclear destruction in Europe.
The police, who made the government quarter look like an armed camp,
turned jets of water laced with tear gas on a mob of demonstrators blockading
a road to Parliament and manned barriers to prevent others from breaking
through to the building.
Police detained 154 of the protesters, a spokesman said. They were
By Gail Fishel
The major trends, said Robinson, released after their names were taken.
(the UNM faculty) need to petition
the governing board to give you are a front ag~inst more and more
The West German news agency quoted military sources as saying the first
The director of the American· Fed- elections or else get legislation pas- financial trouble, a reduction in em- missiles were scheduled to arrive Dec. I 5 at the U.S. Army's Mutlangen base
eration of Teachers for Colleges and sed," Robinson said. He also ployees and disregard for fringe be- in southern Germany.
Universities said Monday that the emphasized the need for an orga- nefits. He added that faculty senates
The missiles to be deployed in West Germany are part of 572 missiles
greatest advantage for the Universi- nization on campus to move toward will not get the job done in light of planned to be placed in Europe by NATO unless the United States reaches
these trends.
ty of New Mexico would be to have 50 percent membership.
agreement with the Soviets at the Geneva talks on medium-range nuclear
one strong organization to represent
missiles.
faculty.
"I think it is important for there to
be a faculty organization on campus
to kMw what is going on," said
Perry Robinson. "You have to
know the budget. If you do not know
connect it with the rest of the Unithat, how call you know enough to By M. Bernard Whalen
versity, Larson said.
disagree with the administration and
''Sometime after aU the teleThe University of New Mexico
the state?''
Robinson was invited by the will begin operating the "largest phones are switched over, we are
Faculty Representation Association single telecommunications system going to install a microwave system
that will service the South Campus.
to the collective bargaining sympo- in the state" on Dec. 16.
Then we will take those telephones.
sium to investigate the possibility of
Larry Larson, University tele- off the Mountain Bell lines," he·
creating a faculty union in order to
communications
manager, said the said.
forestall what the FRA says is a
$6
million
University-owned
system
"The off-premise extension lines
financial crisis on the UNM campus.
will replace the Mountain Bell sys- will make no difference when dialRobert Kern, professor of history tem now in use.
ing South Campus," he said.
and member of the FRA, said repreHowever, he said, an additional
Latson
said
the
change
is
necessentatives from the National Educa- ·
digit will be added to the four-digit
sary
because
the
Mountain
Bell
tion Association and the American
extension numbers used to dial from
Association. of University Profes- switching unit situated in Scholes telephone to telephone within the
Hall
is
obsolete
and
overworked.
sors will be invited to speak in the
system.
future.
•'The current system is now being
''The last digit of the current
The first factor in establishing a worked at about 120 percent of its three-digit prefix will become the
faculty union, said Robinson, is to capacity. It's just horrible, and I fifth digit for extensions within the
have state legislation allowing the don't have to tell anyone who has new system," said Larson.
Universal Communications Cor·
faculty to hold elections on campus tried to call out on a busy afternoon
for unionization. Such election leg- that we need a better system,'' said p<>ration began installation work on
the new system in November 1982
islation has been passed in more than Larson.
and will maintain it for one year.
25 states. New Mexico is not one of
He said the NippOn Electric Com"All the cable for the new system
them.
"ln your present situation, you pany NEAX 22 switcher that will had to be rewired," said Larson.
replace the old unit is "a state of the Because of tariff restrictions, he said
art, all digital, all electronically buying the existing cable from
Mountain Bell was impractical.
switched system/'
The new system will offer many
About 6,000 telephones using special features, including call for·
numbers with 277 prefixes will be warding; call pickup and automatic
switched over to the new system on cueing, he said. ·
Dec. 16, said Larson. This includes
To eliminate problems for Unitelphones on the main campus and versity phone system users, Larson
some on North Campus.
said a number of classes explaining
The remaining 2;500 phones with the new system have been planned Pete Romero checks out the University phone system which
843 prefixes will be switched over in beginning Monday and running will be rep/seed by s newer system Dec. 16.
through Dec. 12. There will be four
January and February of 1984.
classes a day Monday through Fri·
The telephones on South Campus day during that period, Larson said.
will also be switched over with those
The classes are scheduled for the al Library; Mitchell Hall Room B-J i approximately 30-45' minutes and
on
main
campus,
but
that
part
of
the
following
locations: Room B-10 of Room 357 of the Farris Engineering will feature pra~tice phones, instruc·
Perry Robinson
system will depend upon Mountain the Basic Medical Sciences buil- Center and New Mexico Union tors and training· guides, Larson
Bell off-premise extension lines to dingi Room 117 of the UNM Medic· Room 253. The classes will run said.

Director Urges Unionization of Faculty

$6 Million Switch

UNM To Convert to New Phone System
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Wire Report

United Press International

.Trust Lands May Aid Revenues Invasion To Be Subject
By Steve Shoup

Greyhound Makes Safety Claims
said it would have no word on results
before Nov. 28
Police in New Orle11ns said,
meanwhile, they now believe a sniper fired shots from a highway overpass or a nearby levee at a
Greyhound (>us steered by a nonunion driverSaturday night. Earlier,
they theorized the bullets were fired
from a passing car.
No one was hurt by the shots,
which ricocheted through a window
and punctured a bus tire, but bullet

PHOENIX, Ariz, -Strikebound Greyhound Lines shored up
its bus safely claims Monday, reporting that a federal agency had
given an unqualified seal of approval to driver-training schools now
under way in four cities.
The announcemeMcame as workers appealed to the public for backing in the 18-day-old strike by more
than 12,500 workers, and rank-andfile union members voted on the
company's latest offer. The union

GREEK & MIDDLE EASTERN SPECIALTIES
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
GYROS-Served on a pita bread with Grecian
dip
SOUVLAKI-Shishkabob
GREEK SALAD-with pita bread
BAKLAVA-for dessert
We now have Beer and Wine!!

106-A Cornell Dr. SE
Open MON - FRI 11-8
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were found inside the

bus.
Picketing continued at terminals
across the country.
Greyhound President Frederick
Dunikoski said the U.S. Department
of Transportation's Bureau of Motor
Carrier Safety inspected the compa)ly's )raining schools in Chicago,
Dallas, Los Angeles .and San Francisco. He said the inspection
embraced every aspect of
Greyhound's training program.
That included, he said, a revi~JW
of the resumes of all new drivers the
company hired when it resumed partial service Nov, J 7 as well as their
background checks, motor vehicle
records and licenses.
Dunikoski said Greyhound invited the investigators to monitor tile
training programs themselves, especially safety procedures and instruction.
"Every new driver we put behind
the wheel on Nov, 17 was an experienced professional inter-city driver
and the weeks he spent in our training sc!lools - as certified by the
DOT itself- testify to the quality .
of our training," he said. •
B~:sides the inspection by the
DOT, Dunikos){i said, the Califor~ nia Highway Patrol made routine
j@ checks of its buses at the Truckee
port of entry from Nevada over the
weekend and found no single instance either of equipment or operation deficiencies.
He said the New York state DOT
has conducted continual inspection
of Greyhound equipment and has
given the company high marks on all
safety counts.
Greyhound said its average passenger load had risen to 21 passengers per bus Monday in the 27 states
where it has resumed service, despite sporadic outbreaks of violence
over the weekend.

Arafat Appeals for Help
TRIPOLI Lebanon - Palestinian guerrilla chief Yasser Arafat
sent out urg~nt appeals Monday for international help in ending the
fighting in Tripoli where he admitted his forces were surrounded by
both land and sea.
With battles raging in several other locations around the country,
including sniper fire aimed at U.S, Marines stationed at Beirut airport,
Lebanon was celebrating the 42nd anniversary of its independence
Tuesday amid the chaos.
The state-run Lebanese news agency said a four-day truce had been
arranged in Tripoli, but a radical Palestinian rebel leader, Abu Nidal,
declared;
"There is no cease-fire. If he (Arafat) shoots at l!.S, we will shoot
back. And if he shells us, we will go into Tripoli to get him."
Arafat, the chairman of the Palestine Liberation Organization,
admitted his forces were surrounded. ''The Syrians besiege from the
land and the Israelis besiege from the sea," he said.
"The Israelis have captured three ships from us, c~rrying officers,
freedom fighters and medical supplies. The men were taken to (the
Israeli city oj) Haifa," Arafat said, looking tired and thin but
energetic.
· There was no immediate comment from Israel on Arafat's claim.
Arafat's spokesman said the guerrillas loyal to him would be prepared to withdraw when they had lost all supp011 within Tripoli. There
was no indication when such a withdrawal would take placl).
"We understand we will withdraw some of our forces from Tripoli,
maybe I ,000or2,000 men," spokesman Ahmed Abdul Rahman said.
He added that nearly all the pro-Arafat guerrillas were now in
Tripoli after the final fall Sunday of the Beddawi refugee camp,
Arafat's last stronghold on the northern outskirts of the city.
There were reports that th~ fighting had spread to include the
Lebanese Moslem militias in Tripoli.
In Amman, the state-run Jordanian news agency said King Hussein
received a message from Arafat saying he was willing to accept any
mediation by Hussein to stop the fighting in Tripoli.
A PLO representative in Paris asked France to call on the U. N
Security Council to take action to halt the fighting.
A Palestinian spokesman in Tunis said Sunday the PLO will send a
delegation to Moscow this week to urge the Soviet Union to exert its
influence on Syria to stop the fighting.
Rahman said there was talk of a neutral Arab observer force to keep
the combatants around Tripoli apart. He said Saudi Arabia, Kuwait,
Algeria, Yemen and South Yemen had agreed to take part.
U.S, Marine positions south of Beirut came under small arms sniper
fire Sunday night and Monday, the State Department said in
Washington.
"The Marines returned fire and there were no Marine casualties,"
the department said, adding that the United States hoped for a ceasefire in Tripoli to end "the human suffering and loss of life."

Astronomers Expect New View of Universe
BLACKSBURG, Va.- Imagine the distorted image of a shark the ancient naturalist had when he saw a
fin slicing through the ocean's surface but was unable to
see underwater.
Only when goggles were invented did naturalists
discover there was more to a shark than a fin.
Astronomer John Broderick uses that analogy to explain the quandary facing astronomers using radio telescopes today to study quasars, mysterious objects that
have radiating power of a thousand normal galaxies yet
,\ Sch.:elin11 .... •·ane
n1a!!i eard!!i
are no larger than our solar system.
1'r.adititmal &; Stmtl•we!!lt do.:!!il~ll!!i
Quasars arc the most distant objects, and therefore
~~~~~li!!ill & S1•aml!!ih foreo.:thi~!!i
the youngest, yet observed. Yet they appear only as
faint sources oflight to the largest optical telescopes and
~~~~~!!i~~~~~~~~~ bright blobs to today's radio telescopes,
~
But like the naturalist getting goggles to observe the
shark, the radio astronomer soon will have a new tool to
examine the structure of quasars and other distant
sources of cosmic radio waves.
The United States is planning to construct a radio
telescope with dimensions comparable to the width of
Earth. It will consist of an array of I0 82-foot diameter
telescopes stretching from Puerto Rico to Hawaii that
will operate as one instrument.
The antennas also will be located in Washington
state, sou them California, Texas, Arizona, two in New
Mexico, and one in Illinois or Iowa, and Massachusetts.
We're putting up our pizza against
Specific locations have not yet been selected.
anything this town's ever tasted.
The new telescope assembly, called the Very Long
Baseline
Array or VLBA, will be distributed so the
Savory sauce with the choicest gunk
rotation of the Earth will allow the array to produce
and smothered with a mountain
radio images equivalent to that obtained by a radio
of mozzarella. You ain't had one yet?
telescope 5,000 miles in diameter.
.
Broderick, Msodate professor of physics at the VirWhat's holdin' ya? The doors
ginia Polytechnic Institute, said the VLBA will be able
are open!
to resolve objects a thousand times better than the best
ground-based optical telescopes,
. . . . .
Radio signals, like light, arc emitted by stars, galax- ies and other objects in the pniverse. Instead of lenses
used in optical telescopes to see .light, the radio telescope uses a huge dish-antenna plus a radio receiver to
Across from UNM
gather signals from the universe. These signals arc then
at Central Buena Vista
used to produce "pictUres'' of the celestial objects emitPhone
ting radio waves.
247-9591
Because of the great distances between the I0 an ten·
also at
has that will make up the VLBA, they will nol be
connected by data links . Instead, atomic clocks will be
SS06 c...-tnl, sW
1136.0141
118o M...•d·a~. 'NE
used to synchronize the signals as they are received und
IIS$C........ ,NW
S4UHI
ftMIU
these signals will be recorded on magnetic tape,
~ In RIG llr!nthiJ
The tapes will be sent t<J a central processing ee1!·
ter - its site has not yet been selected - where the
signals will be simultaneously replayed, correlated with

YOU AIN'T
HAD ONE v·-EI......
?

Golltatha·-s Pizza..

---..NE

.,._

each other in a special computer system far faster than
the best commercial computers and converted into images.
The VLBA wili be built by the National RadioAstronomy Observatory, hcadquanercd in Charlottesville,
Va., with financial support provided by the government's National Science Foundation. The NSF is seeking funds in the fiscal 1985 budget to begin the $60
million project .
.
Broderick outlined the plans at a seminar at VPI and
said it will take at least six years for the VLBA to
become fully operational.
The United Stales already has a smaller array of radio
telescopes located on the Plains of San Augustin, about
50 miles west of Socorro, N.M. That assembly, called
the Very Large Array, consists of 27 antennas distributed along three anns of railroad tracks in the shape of
a "Y" with two anns 13 miles long and the third 11.8
miles long.
Broderick said only the VLBA will be able to start
answering the many questions ;~bou·i quasars. Already,
observations with existing radio telescopes have given
tantalizing glimpses at quasars, but the images are distorted because of an inadequate number of antennas and
length of their separation.
Scientists now believe these objects represent the
nuclei of galaxies with black holes in the center. Black
holes arc collapsed stars so dense that their immense
gravity prevents radiation - light and radio waves ~
from escaping.
Broderick said this picture of quasars holds that they
existed long ago during the early stages of galaxy
formation when a lot of material was falling into the
black holes.
As material is sucked into the black holes, large
amounts of energy are .released, some of which is in the
form of radio waves.
"This explains why we see more quasars at far dis•
lances," he said, ''They only existed plentifully very
long ilgo and hence far away. It also explains the con·
llection between quasars and radio galaxies - r~dio
gala11ics happen when smaller amounts of matter cptsodically fall into the nucleus; quasars had large amounts
fall in."
In addition to the discharge of radiation from black
holes at the nuclei of galaxies, 13roderick said the VLBA
will be able to study compact radio sources in our own
gala11y. A host of other objects which give off radio
waves also can be studied.
He said the VLBA "uhdoubtedly will lead us to
unexpected discoveries.

. State t!"llst lands administered by the University of
New Mexico could help make up for a shortfall in state
oil and gas revenues, said state Land Commissioner Jim
Baca.
Oil and gas revenues from state revenues have dropped dramatically in the l~st few years, causing funding
problems for state universities, Baca told tile UNM
Board of Regents at its Friday meeting. Revenue dropped from an all-time high of $112 million in fiscal
1980-81 down to $22.9 million in fiscal 1982-83.
Development of the Mesa del Sol area, south of the
Albuquerque International Airport to the Isleta. Pueblo,
could take up some of the funding slack, he said.
The Mesa del Sol area produces for the University
about $2 per year for each of its 11,500 acres. Proximity
to the airport, Interstate 25 and railroad lines could

make the land "a lot more valuable than it is today,"
Baca said.
·
''That land is ready-rnadefor development,' • he said.
Alan S. Prickett, UNM real estaic coordinator, said
revenue frorn the land is generated from grazing and
landfill leases. The Mesa del Sol area is only part of the
250,000 acres set aside for UNM's benefit at the turn of
the century.

Prickett said the land is suitable for industrial, commercial .and residential development. The area could
possibly become part of the city or eventually a new
satellite community.
"It is our l>elief that the City of Albuquerque favors
annexation," Prickett said.
A $200,000 state-funded master plan for Mesa del
Sol is being developed and is expected to be finished in
late 1984.

Viewers Disagree

'Day After' Response Varies in State
. (UP!) - There was mixed reac.tion Monday in New Mexico to the
presentation of The Day After, a
television drama depicting the detonation of two nuclear warheads
above Kansas City and the aftermath
of such a cataclysmic event.
For Sebastian "Sam" Mirabal,
who tuned in while manning the
·Albuquerque Fire Department's
alarm room, it was a wasted
evening.
"I watched The Day After be.cause my partner wanted to," he
said. ''Theshow wasjustthe biggest
Mickey Mouse thing that ever
showed up."

He called the ABC Theater production an "intem1inablc replay of
all atomic blasts you've ever seen
photographed.''
But for nuclear weapons engineer
Robert Henderson, the two-hour,
25-minute mov.ie was ''not sensational. It was not a bit overdone. lts
horror scenes arc very real. That is
what you would see."
A retired vice president of nuclear
weapons engineering at Albuquerque's Sandia National Laboratories,
Henderson was involved from the
early development of the firstatomic
bomb, in California and later at Los
Alamos National Laboratory in New

Speaking Contest Slated

Mexico's northern mountains,
He witnessed the July 16, 1945,
detonation at White Sands Proving
Grounds and several other tests at
various locations.
If some Americans lost sleep because of the movie, "I think that
could be a very good thing," Henderson said.
"This will. start some thinking, I
hope. The more people think about
it, the better chance we have of
changing things. It was extremely
well done. It was quite realistic," he
said.
Jerry Gladish said The Day After
was "a movie andjustthat. The only
way to make nuclear war more likely
is if we disarm and leave the arms in
the hands of people who might use
them.,

Of Campus Discussion
A panel discussion on the recent invasion of Grenada and its
implication£forfuture U.S. policy in Latin America will be the
subject of a panel discussion at
12:30 tod<ty in the University of
New Mexico Union South Ballroom.
"We felt that the local press,
including the New Mexico Daily
Lobo, did not get any more information about the Grenada invasion than what the Reagan
administration reported," said
Donna Brown, a member of the
UNM Campus Committee for
Human Rights in Latin America,
one of the discussion's sponsors.
''Here at the Latin American

Institute, we have a number of
sources of infonnation that the
press did not make use of, and the
point of this panel discussion is to
give the public that information," she said.
Brown said the discussion will
likely tum into a debate, because
·they hav~J invited Keith Mazikowski, a UNM economics student who will will argue the. pro·
invasion point of view. Other
members of the panel include Jan
Knippcrs Black, a professor of
political science; Theo
Crevenna, deputy director of
LAI; and Marshall Nason, a former director of LAI.
The public is invited to attend.

Pre-Registration Held
Pre-registration for spring . 1984
classes will begin Monday and continue through Dec. 9 by appointment
only.
Registration packets have been
mailed to all students with local

addresses (metropolitan Albuquerque, state of New Mexico and residence hall students). Students from
a foreign country or out of state
should stop by the Registration Center to pick up their packets.

HARVARD

BIKE HOUSE
Ross Mountain Bikes
New & Used
Ten-speeds
Expert Repairs

The University of New Mexico Department of Speech Communication
Some Carlsbad residents were
will host a persuasive speaking contest from noon to 12:50 p.m. Wednesday
still
a bit jittery early Monday when
in the Kiva auditorium on campus. The winning speaker will receive a $100
that
city's emergency sirens began
scholarship from Public Service Company of New Mexico.
The speakers include Curt Bland, Roxanna Aronson, Tony Morales and sounding - by mistake.
Cynthia Vigil, who were chosen l>y their classes and instructors as outstanding speakers of the semester.
.
Bland a Presidential Scholar majoring in histpry, will speak on the Martm
Luther King holiday. Aronson; who plans to major in marketing in the
Anderson School ofManagement, will speak about prisoner rights. Morales,
a computer engineering major, will describe cohabitation as a living arrangement, and Vigil, an English and speech communication major, has cho~en
_U.S, involvement in Grenada as her topic.

• EXAMINAnONS

255-8808
137 Harvard SE
(Closed Sun. & Mon.)

ASUNM DUPLICATING CENTE.

• CONTACF LENSES
eEYEGWSES

EYE DOCTOR
SERVICE
"0: :relays" 265-3828
J

Compare

Our Prices

.. NEW SElF-SERVICE COPY MACHINE •
WITH 11x17 PAPER

4304 LOM..U, NE

* COLOR COPIER *
OPEN

Student
Directories
Now Available!

MONDAY- FRIDAY 8AM-9PM
SATURDAYS 10AM-4PM
277-5031
LOCATED IN NORTH SUB BASEMENT

A little harder to find but worth it.

Get yours at the Information Cent~r in the SUB
or at the UNM Bookstore. FREE w1th your Student LD. Card.
Academic Calendar, Athletic Schedules, Cultural
Activity Schedules 1 Campus Maps, Emergency
Numbers, Department & Division Numbers,
plus a Cross Listing of all students at U.N.M.
Supplies limite~ ... Call ~tudent Activities at 2774706 for more mformatron.
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20 Years After
Unio_ll Room 230, IF yon cannot attend please ~ntact
an officer. More: Jnformntion ls avall~ble at 277-4271.

Day of Assassination Recalled

llm.erlcan Indhm

Fallout from ABC's The Oi;Jy After will be felt for a long while- and
the longer the better.
The television movie served its purpose well; it stirred the public to
greater awareness of the potentiality of nuclear w~r, and public figures were forced to meet the concerns of the pubic head on.
For too long the majority has left this exigent social issue to politicians and activists, and it is about time we all went to work for the
survival of our species, taking whatever course of action we see as
vital to that end. And though this is our patriotic imperative, it won't
be popular with all the bigwigs 'on the Hill.
Columnist William F. Buckley Jr., in a related discussion on the
television forum Viewpoint, objected to the movie as "an enterprise
that seeks to debilitate the United States. This is terribly plain. The guy
who wrote it says, 'I would like to see people starting to question the
value of defending this country with a nuclear arsenal.'" The noted
conservative is not alone in equating public questioning of defense
policies with endangering national security.
Former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, during the same discussion, questioned the purposefulness of engaging in "an orgy of demonstrating how terrible the casualties of a nuclear war are and
translating into pictures the statistics that have been known for three
decades." He asked, "Are we supposed to make policy by scaring
ourselves to death?"
While Mr. Kissinger's detailin9 of related military and political
policies as our real concerns was, of course, creditable, it bespeaks a
dangerous paternalism and condescension on his part to imply that
attempting to make corporeal and immediate the effects of such
holocaust is nothing but self indulgence.
It has been too easy for our society to resign itself to a fatalist
deference to policymakers, who are all too happy to have our unquestioning support and are only irritated by such messy emotionalism as
generated by this recent movie. But survival is by nature a visceral
concern and the province of every individual, not just the politicians
and the military.
The concern of policymakers that the public will act only with their
emotional reflexes is,· however, valid. We must make use of the
entirety of those capacities which have set us apart and allowed us to
survive- of which emotional perceptions are but a part- in this
greatest test of our survival as a species.

---Letters--Davis Story Incomplete
Editor:
The Daily Lobo should represent a broad political spectrum and try
its best to outweigh exclusive opinions.
A newspaper that could be seen as a representative voice of the
entire student body would gain much more respect and credibility
among its readers.
Even though the Lobo can hardly be accused of being an unbiased
publication, the report about Angela Davis in Thursday's issue is
remarkable. Davis has been an activist for a long time, but why did
George E. Gorospe fail to state that she has always been an activist for
the Communist Party? This fact would have expliJined the extreme
stand Davis takes concerning the "peaceloving" Soviet Union, for
example.
Davis advocates President Reagan's ouster no less than Andropov,
whose progressive (communist) ideas she shares. However, if people
like Davis gained power in this country, not only the name of the
president would change but also a democratic system that assures
greater individual freedom than anywhere in the world.
Wolfgang R. Scheider
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The New Mei<ico bally Lobo rs ·published Monday through Friday every regoi"ar week of the
University year, weekly durlrtg_ closed arid tfnals'Weoks and weekly during the summer $E!ssi_on,
by the Eloard of Student Publications of the Un!vilrsltyof Now Me>:lco, Subscrlptlonrate Is S10
per acadenilc yeat, Secol'!d class postage paid at Albuquerque·, New Mexico 87131.
The oPinions expressed on the editOrial panes of the_ Ne_w MexicO rully Lobo are thOse of. the
au~horsolely. Unslgnedoptnion_ls that of the edltorandref/ectstheeditorial pollc'(ofthe papef1
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will hold a ~;los~AA meeting for

Campus .Crusade for Chrlst meets at 7 p.m. cvr:ry
Tuesda~ In the Basic Medical Science Building, North

Campus, Room 203. More inform~tlon is available Ill
883-2841.
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Kin Clllb wtJl present ft tnlk by ,fudy Prall and
Ste_phell Wall- on New Mexlco Indian Issues at 1 p.m.
in the Native American Stu~lc~. More lnformallon i_s
availab_!eat '1.77-57.50.

alcobolics only at noon Tue~day$> ~tnd Thu,rsdays at
Lhe Newman Center. More_i_nformJLior~lsu.vailable at
247-!094,

SHOT BY SNIPER IN DALLAS TEXAS
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11nd Engineering Society

will meet at '7 p.m. in the farris Engin~ring Center
Room HS. Orricer elections- will be hel~. More in~
formrulon Is a_vallable at 27Hi831.

Editorial--Emotional Reflexes Can
Meet Concerns Head On

Sci~:Jtce

'

United Campus Ministries willspon$Qr a ''Women

and Reli$lon Support Group" .meei!ns a_t 4 p.m,
T14esr;:lays at 1801 Las Lomas N.E, More information
is availa_bleat 256-3274.

""·

Bruckner~

New

Me~leo

Public rnterest Rtsearcb Group v.il\

pre$ent the candidates for the NMPIRG board of
directors at 6:30 p.m. jn NM Union ROom 231·B.
Mor~ infonnatJon is available at277-2}~7.

EXTRA

Spun will hold its-last meeting at 7:30p.m. in NM

Ct~mpus

Commltlre for Human Nights In Latin

America wiU hold a panel ctiscusslun ab011t the
GreiJI!da lnVD!lion at 12:30 p.m. in NM Union
Ballroom.

W ednesd~ty's Events
B~~opiJst Student Uulon scrve.s homNooked meals
ct. noon every Wc~nesd"y nr 401 Universily N.E, Cost
is.Sl. Mot~; information is nvailableat24l-.540l.

Nareolics ,.\uonymou!l wlll hold Its ''A Step a,t a

Time" group .meetlng Ill 7:'30 p.m. Wednesdays Ql St.
Joseph Hospital's Blandfna ~oom, 400 Wallet N".e:.
Open tojhe public.

UNM Wnlerpulo -Club meets f!l 7 p.m. every
Wednesday at itte ol}o'lllpic pool, All nre w~lc(lme to
play. Women's learn now forming, Mote Information
isnvailableat 881 ..304611ftcr6:30 p,m.

Tired of the same old route?
Make a "Detour" Friday
with Rod Martinez
In the New Mexico Daily Lobo.
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-----Opinion----Fraternity Hazing Dangerous
By [)aniel E. Baldwin

only by its loosest definition.
They are often required to conFraternity hazing has been de- sume dangerous quantities of
fined as involving a person in alcohol. All this for the sake of
such activities that would im- promoting brotherhood and
pose upon him mental or physic- manhood.
Not all fraternities at UNM
al. duress. The practice of a
fraternity hazing their pledges haze, but several of the fraternicomes from long-established ties here did have their Hell Week
traditions of past decades. last week. Often during Hell
Fraternities that haze rationalize Week, accidents have been
it by stating the practice is de- known to happen as a result of
signed to see just how badly a the nature of the activities the
pledge really wants to become a pledges are required to engage
full-fledged member, an "ac- in. But even after these accidents, the practice is allowed to
tive/'
Most hazing occurs during the continue.
Last Friday night several
week before initiation. This week
is usually called "Hell Week" for members of the Sigma Alpha
good reason. The week's activi- Epsilon fraternity were chemicalties usually run a bizarre gamut ly burned as a result of eating
of.activities involving tactics de- contaminated duck eggs. Jeff
signed to make the pledge feel as Lauer, vice president of the
much humiliation as a second fraternity, was quoted in the Daily Lobo as stating that the eggs
party can impose.
Pledges are deprived of their were part of a "dinner'' served to
sleep. They must march up and 20 of their members. It would be
down Greek row in the chill of the interesting to have Lauer expand
early morning singing fraternity on that statement. For instance,
songs at the top of their iungs. what were the other courses
They are not allowed to bathe, served at this "dinner?" Were
which makes them qUite notice- any actives invited to partake, or
able if they have enough energy were the guests of honor only
to even attend class. Their girl- pledges? I can't say that the
friends sneak them real food SAE's were hazing their pledges
whenever possible because they Friday night, but from their past
are only allowed to eat what the behavior I can sure read between
actives permit them to eat, subst- the lines.
ances which can be called food
And what if they were? Acci-

I
I
I
I

I
1

dents have occurred in the past
and they're happening still. Is
anyone doing anything to
change it? What about the Interfraternity Council? Do they even
think a problem exists? What about Dean Gary Golden, adviser to
fraternities: does he have the authority or even the guts to launch
an investigation 7 We'll see.
I also challenge the Dean's
Office and the IFC to launch an
investigation. If they find out it
was an innocent dinner the SAE
name will be cleared. If, however, it turns out that the SAE's
were hazing their pledges, they
should have their charter revoked and be removed from this
Univers.ity.
Sooner or later, if the practice
of hazing is not stopped, a UNM
pledge will die, and then we will
be as responsible as the fraternity involved because we knew
and did not act.

Snafu
The commentary on the
Forum page of Monday's
Daily Lobo was incorrectly
identified as "life and Related Subjects," by Dave
Barry. The commentary was
by Edwin M. Yoder. The Daily Lobo regrets the error.
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Headlines from the New Mexico Lobo when President Kennedy was assassinated.
By Steve Shoup
and George E. Gorospe
Nov. 22, 1963. A day like many others at the Uni;
versity of New Mexico. The thrice-weekly New Mexico
Lobo reponed that grade averages for fraternity members had risen throughout the '50s. A portrait of Mabel
Dodge Lujan was removed from a UNM art gallery and
shipped to New York for display. Mozan's The Magic
Flute was scheduled to be perfonned and four soccer
~
games were slated for the weekend.
The Lobo also included a short article on President
Kennedy's "political peacemaking" trip through
Texas.
Then the bulle!in came, harsh, stark and unbelievable. Simple words conveying the simple reality. The
president was dead. Shot on a Dallas street.
In what was probably the only extra edition ever put
out by the Lobo, black headlines announced the sketchy
details of the crime to a stunned University.
G. Ward Fenley, then director of public information,
said Monday ''it was simply awful,'' echoing the comments he had made in the Lobo 20 years before.
"l jus! don't know why it had to happen to such a
great man. 1 didn't realize the finality of it until I saw
him being lowered into the grave," Fenley told the
Lobo in 1963.
Now retired, Fenley said Monday, "I remember ex·
actly wherel was when I heard the news. I was in the
journalism building on the second floor outside my
office. lt was about I I a.m."
Professor Emeritus of Political Science Dorothy
Cline told the Lobo inl963, "Young men and women
in the United States can find muchhope and inspiration
in the life of John F. Kennedy. He respected learning
and the arts; dedicated his life to public service and
believed in the precious and unique qualities of each
person.''

When asked if she felt the same way today, Cline
said, "I would think so. His presidency was a great
stimulant to the American people. There were no words
to express the feeling of sorrow.' •
Carrol Cagle was Lobo campus editor at the time of
the assassination. Cagle helped put together the eightpage memorial issue the week following the president's
death.
"The paper at that time was in an evolving period. It
was going from totally campus oriented to one which
was not deviod of campus news but was an open win•
dow on the world," Cagle said.
"The assassination caused a decision to be made by
the staff to go outside nonnal bounds of what we had
been doing to explain what had happened,' • Cagle said,
The Lobo was not served by any news wire service
then, so wire copy from KUNM was "borrowed" to fill
the pages of the memorial issue, Cagle said.
Otherpeople on the UNM campos gave their feelings
on the two-decades-old event.
Nettie Bctnholtz, 10, on campus visiting her
nephew's classes Monday, said, "I don't remember
exactly what I was doing in 1963, but I can remember 1
was shocked. "
"I remember him as a good-willed president, but not
all together. He was a very convincing speaker, a very
personable sort of a president, and he inspired the youth
to go ahead. He cenainly was an admirable-looking
man and he made you feel like the government has
youth."
John Perea, 26-year-old non-degree student, said, "l
don't really remember right offhand. But l think for his
tittte he was really strong, he did bring our country
together. I think his objectives of showing national
strength and the things he initiated were not really
compl~ted before he and his brother were assassinated.
To make it simple, he started things, like Vietnam, that
weren't finished correctly, so he didn't really make a
point.''

'
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Se Requiere
Pilotos
Immediate openings for training in the world's most prestigious flight school. No experience required. Applicants must
be college graduates, less than age 29, in good helath, and a
U.S. citizen. Eyesight correctable lo 20120 may qualify for
Naval Flight Officer. Pilots require 20/20 vision uncorrected.
Salary while in flight training is $21,700 to $33,000 in tour
years. Excellent benefits package. Applicant must want to
travel.

Contact: 766•3895
Bilingual Preferred.
Navy Aviation Programs
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Sports

Arts
Cougar's Gruff Vocals Add to New Album
By Lydia Piper

* Uh-huh: John Cougar Mellen·
camp (Riva/PolyGram Records)There's something thrilling about
Cougar's- or is it now Mellen·
camp's- gruff, strcctwise style
that appeals to both delinquents and
innocents alike. Everyone has a bit
of punk in them, and Cougar is able
to bring it out - allowing people to
feel the energy without having to
dress the part.
Uh-huh is different from many
albums out 011 the market today in
that it has marc to offer than a good
title song. The entire album is excellent. utili<ing Cougar'h raw sound to
its fullest. ·•crumblin' Down,"
"Pink Houses" and "Play Guitar"
arc alrc;~dy being played on the local
rock radio stations, and it is likely
other songs off the album wHI gain
just us much popularity.
Cougar is one of the original
punks, with his torn-up blue jeans,
white socks, loafers and swept-back
huir. His music has a lot of punch
and energy, with the right umount of
defiance. "Authority Song" probably says it best:

sight into the production of the
some of the best music of 1983'
Like Cougar's album, Sports con- visual art.
One last thing. It seems strange to
tains many good songs, making the
record
a 33-size record at 45 speed,
entire album excellent. Lewis uses a
simple rock style that fits his black even if it is a single. Moststereos are
leather jacket and pointed black programed to move the tone ann to a
shoes image. It shows that compute- certain position when set at 45. In
rized s.ounds are not necessary to this case it moves it past the song,
finds blank space and turns the
make exciting music.
Watkin' a Thin Line/Your Pic- stereo off - a strange way to get
ture: Philisteens (Radio Free Amer- people to hear a song.
Vitallnformafiom Steve Smith
ica Records) - The best thing to be

"I fight authority, authority always
wins.
I been do in' it since I was a young
kid and I've come out grinnin'."

*

*

Hoselton Happy with Hoopsters

Flag Football Team Heads to Texas

"You )et all my friends come over
an' meet.
An' you were so strange
You didn't have the decency to
change the sheets.
Actually, this kind of Detroit rock
'n' roll style is the best atmosphere
to tell about the I ives of degenerates
and street walkers, but if this part of
the world holds no interest for you,
neither will the album.

*

Sports: Huey Lewis and the
News {Chrysalis Records) - Is
maturity possible in the world of
rock 'n' roll?Sporrs proves that it is,
showing what just a touch of complexity and sophistication can do to a
basic rock 'n' roll style. It also
shows how much Huey Lewis has
grown up.
This album has an '80s sound
with a touch of the defiant '50s.
Each of the songs has il driving beat,
laced with some intriguing guitar
and saxophone sounds. Add to this
Lewis' distinctive vocals on songs
like "I Want a New Drug" and
''Heart and Soul,'' and you get
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il Drummer Steve Smith's new jazz group Vita/Information performs cuts .off their new album

.. Vital Information Sunday at Graham Central Station.
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Piper

said about this record is that the
songs are good. The worst thing to
be said is that the record needs to be
recorded again in a good studio with
a knowledgeable producer and engineer.
The Philistcens have been around
now for quite a few years and have
impressed many people with their
music. They have been described as
strong contenders and nave put up a
good fight with many of their songs.
But even though "Walkin' a Thin
Line" has a good melody supported
by strong vocals, it has no energy
because of the weak production.
A video of "Walkin' a Thin
Line'' would be a smart mow by the
Philisteens because it has the qualities MTV looks for in a song. But
again, they need someone with in-

*Panorama View: Baxter
Robe.rtson (RCA Records Mini
LP) -Record companies arc constantly sending out promotional
albums, and university newspapers
always seem to get those of unknown groups that shou.Id remain
so. But occasionally, in the midst of
really bizzare covers and band
names, there is a record worth mentioning.
Panorama View is a nice surprise.
.Although not overpowering, the
album docs have some strong .cuts.
Robertson's clean-sounding vocals
are supported by good guitar and
keytroard effects, which fit well into
today' s contemporary music scene.
Two songs, "Silver Strand" and
"Chaos,'' stand out on the album
and show what the band is capable
of, while two others, "Panorama"
and "Love and Girls" get sloppy,
Utilizing corny hannonic choruses in
place of solid music.
Robertson is worth keeping an
eye on, but airplay on MTV and
local radio .may be enough for most
people - at least for now.
Girls Night Out: Toronto (SGRI
MCA Records) - Holly Woods
impressed American audiences with
her gritty vocals and independent
style in 1982 with the single "Your
Daddy Don't Know." She docs it
again this year with the release of
Toronto's latest release, Girls Night
Out.
Woods' vocals arc supported by a
hard roc kin' stvlc Canadian bands
have become famous for. Songs like
"All Night Love Affair" and "Talk
to Me" show the power behind
Toronto.lt's a wonder they have not
gotten more recognition.
But the album isn'tperfect. A few
of the songs, including the title cut,
sound too much like "Your Daddy
Don't Know," and the album cover
Another ·example is a song from is really hokcy with its 3-D graphics.
Prince titled "When You Were But if you can ignore these few probMine,'' the album's best cUt musi· lems, Girls Night Ow is worth the
caUy;
investment.

and Vital Information (Columbia
Records) - Although Steve Smith
is most famous as the drummer of
Journey, his musical roots are deep
in jazz, having played with such .
people as Jean Luc .Panty. Vita/Information is an impressive jazz
album that reveals his education and
understanding of the basic foundations of this kind of music,
Aided by musicians who have
played with people like AI Di
Meola, Miles Davis, Billy Cobham
and the Crusaders, Smith has produced an intriguing combination of
jazz, rock and fusion. The album has
enough elements of each of these
types of music to appeal to a wide
audience. The song" All Thatrs" is
a good example of this.
This album has nothing to do with
Journey, and anyone buying it ex, peeling to hear that kind of music
will be disappointed- but, then
again, maybe they won't.
Never Kick a Sleeping Dog·
:Mitch Ryder (Riva!PolyGram Re·
cords) ~ John Cougar helped produce this album, and his strectwise
style is recognizable- sometimes.
Usually what surfaces on Never Kick
a Sleeping Dog is a kind of gUtter
rock that comes from the seamier
side of town.
Ryder Uses . throaty vocals and
simple guitar riffs to sing about life
and love ~ with all kinds of pco·
pie. Although the music isn't bad,
the lyrics are the album's strongest
points. In a duet with Mariane Path·
full, written by Bill Amesbury,
these lyrics sum up the tone of the
album:
"Gays arc straight~ straights are
·
weird;
And the bi's just call everybody
dear.

The University of New Mexico
men's swim team improved its re•
cord to 3-0 with a victory over
Wyoming this weekend, while the
women's team was unable io pick up
its first victory of the season.
The Lobos were paced by Gordy
Westerberg, Hakan Jonsson and
Duncan Crujckshank, who each
earned individual victories. Crujckshank and Jonsson were also on the
winning 400-meter relay team.
Crujckshank set a pool record in
the I ,000-meter freestyle with his
time of 9:46.76, breaking the old
record of 9:47.4. Crujckshank's
other victory was in the the 500mcter freestyle.
Jonsson earned first place finishes
in the JOO· and 200-meterfreestyle.
Westerberg won the 200-mcter indi-

*

The Yule Log is Coming
The annual personal Christmas message section of
the NM Daily Lobo classified advertisements will
begih Monday, Nov. 28, 1983.
l'ule L
Special rate of 10 cents per
r-:!Jt~e;BE~'~0~~~=----~
word per day for students.
·~~
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(Across from Popejoy)

A Thanksgiving Chocolate Sampler
ONLY $4.00

flag football receiver Katrina VanEvery.
Thanksgiving,:' said Swinny.
"The Outlaws team went 7-0 this
fall and had only one close game.
I think we should do well in this
tournament. "
UNM must .also send two referees to the tournament'. Ray

Renewal Deadline

Wright and John Gunther, employees of the intramural depart·
ment and referees for many
sports, arc the representatives.
Gunther will have double duties,
since he is also assistant coach of
the women's team.

Residence Hall Students Are
Reminded To Complete And Submit
Their Residence Hall Room And Board
Renewal Materials By
4:00P.M.

Lobos Split Against Wyoming
By Peter Spokus

of the game and working on defensive weaknesses.
"We've got a lot of talent and the
whole team has a good attitude,"
Hoselton said, "I think we should
do well this season."
Colorado beat a "fairly tough
BYU team" last weekend 89-71,
and Hoselton said women's basketball is .in for ''the toughest opener
we've ever had."
"Everyone on the team seems to
be ready for Wednesday night's
opener," he said, ''I know I am."
Wednesday's action will be a
double-header in University Arena,
with Los Alamos High School pitted
ngainst Socorro High at 6 p.m., followed by UNM and Colorado at 8
p.m.

The University of New Mexico
women's basketball team hosted a
scrimmage Saturday night against
Trinidad College, in preparation for
the official season opener Wednesday night against the University of
Colorado, ranked 40th in the NCAA
poll.
No official scores were kept during the scrimmage, but head Coach
Doug Hoselton said he was ''very
pleased with the offense'' of the
Lobos,
"Our offense played well, but our
defense needs a little work," said
Hose.Iton,
He said this week's workouts
would include viewing a videotape

By Peter Spokus
Who says football is for men
only?
Ten women from the University of New Mexico will travel to
Arlington, Texas, over Thanksgiving to play in a flag football
tournament.
The team is made up mainly of
players from the Outlaws team,
which went undefeated in intramural flag football this season
and also won the championship
last year. Only two players,
Joyce Unglaub and Sue Dobsha,
were not on that championship
team.
The tournament, sponsored
Budweiser, is set up in five regions, with the winner and the
runnerup going to the Sugar
Bowl in January to compete for
the national title. There is both a
men's and women's division in
the competition. The championship games will be played
before the Sugar Bowl game at
the Superdome in New Orleans.
The players on the Outlaws are
Anna Voltura, Monica Padilla,
Susan Romero, Darlene Robertson, Tracy Barnes, Bella Guen·a,
Dede Ellefson and Katrina
VanEvery. Steve Swinny, assistant coordinator for Leisure Ser·
vices, will be coaching the team.
This is not the first time the
team has played in the tournament. Last year, it was knocked
out early in the tournament and
couldn't go on to New Orleans.
''We held practice on Saturday
and Sunday, and we should be
ready for the tournament on

By Earl Jones

vidual medley and the 200-meter
butterfly.
The women's team is 0-3 on the
season and is still having trouble
bouncing back from injuries to four
of its better and more experienced
swimmers. Kathy Dixon and Becky
Culpepper continued to lead UNM,
as they both picked up Victories in
two races. Dixon won the 200 indi·
vidual medley and the I 00-meter
freestyle. She was also a member of
the 400-meter freestyle relay team.
Culpepper won the 500· and l ,000meter freestyle.
Janine Owens was the only other
winner for the Lobos, taking the
100-meler butterfly in 1:01.38.
With Dixon on the 400-meter frees·
tyle relay team were Owens,
Michele Leffingwell and Lee
Mathias.
Other winners for the men's team

were Pat Wrynn in the 50-meter
freestyle and Stefan Jonsson in the
200-meter backstroke. With Crujck·
shank and Hakan Jonsson on the
400-meter freestyle relay were
Wrynn and Gene DaFoe. The Lobos
also won the 400-meter medley re•
lay.
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Attorney at Law
1216 Lomas NW

Divorce
OWl Defense
Personal Injury
Landlord-Tenant

•Wills
for appointment and free initial consultation

CALL 255·3205

Notre Dame Accepts Liberty Bid
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (UPI) - Notre Dame ended two days of uncertainty
Monday and accepted a bid to play 19th-ranked Boston College in the silver
anniversary of the Liberty Bowl Dec. 29.
"We believe we're going to have one of the most exciting football games
in the country," said Tim Treadwell III, chairman of the Liberty Bowl
Selection Committee.
Treadwell said Notre Dame.put off accepting the invitation because of its
disappointing 23-22loss to Air Force Saturday following its loss a week ago
to Penn State, culminating in a lackluster 6-5 season.
''They felt they wanted to have a chance to sit down and think about 1t and
let their emotions settle down," Treadwell said. "The boys, coaching staff
and administration wanted time to stop and think- to get overthe shock and
disappointment."
.
The Notre Dame players voted unanimously Sunday to accept the bid
because Treadwell said they "wanted to go out winners."
"We have detennined that the general sentiment of the players favors
accepting the opportunity to play,'' said Gene Corrigan, director of athl~tics
at the South Bend, Ind., school.
Asked why the Liberty 13owl held out for Notre Dame after such a
mediocre season, Treadwell said, "Notre Dame is like the Dallas Cowboys.
They're one of the most exciting teatns in the United States ... Notre Dame
is Notre Dame. They are the largest dtaw on TV.''
Boston College, 8-2, eagerly accepted its bid after tonipii1g to a big win
over Holy Cross Saturday. But the Eagles had to sit back and wait while the
Liberty Bowl scrambled (o land all opponent for the silver anniversary game.
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Just 8 More Issues
Las Noticias
CJUI.DREN'S BOOK FAIR Saturday, Dec, 3, from
noon to 4 p.m. Magic! Juggling! Puppets! Minstrels!
Admission free! Bene11t for the Friends of the UNM
Libraries.
1212
MA7.ATLAN, i'il'RING BREAK. Plan ahead for
best mervations. Dave 821·7522,
ll/30
SllJDENT DIRECTORIES NOW !1Vailable free to
UNM students wilh IDs at Student Information
('enter in SUB or at UNM Bookstore. Supplies
limited!.
12/12
CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWEST IS NOW taking
literature submissions. Send them to UNM Box 20,
Umv. of New Mexico 87131 or drop them off in 136
Marron Hnll. Deadline is sooner than you think.
Include SASE if you want 'em returned.
11/.tJ
Cl.llll1 MI\ETING7 EVENT? Advertise in Las
Nmiriol. Only 10 cents per word per issue for UNM
dcpartmentq and organizations.
tfn

Personals
MAin', WtmN YOU arc done thinking, please let
!TIC know yvur decision. l.ee.
11122
IIAl'l'Y 18TH JllRTlfDAY, Louise. May the rest of
vnur life be filled with happmm nnd have endless
nppmtunitles. Your honey, McCo.
IJ/22
liNM UNI>ERGRAI>S: EXPRESS your opinions
about your student government. Send in your
postage-paid Associated Students of UNM survey.
neaJiine 11/22183,
ll/2Z
MAKE CONTAC'r WITH that special someone or
friends and family. Place a pcr~onal message In the
ctas~ifieds today. Deadline: I p.m. the day before
insertion. 131 Marron Hall.
tfn

Food/Fun
IIUEVQS MAGNIFICOS: TWO eggs w/frljoles on a
flour tortilla smothered wired chili, cheese nod sour
cream. Only $1.99 at the Morning Olory Cafe, 2933
Monte Vista NE. Mon·Frl 7:00·3:00. 268·7040. 11/23
"t"OOD/HJ N" IS a place for announcements of
restaurant5, parties, (ood sales and stores, concerts,
etc. Announce your goodies and/or entertainment
today.
tfn

Services
TYPING. CAI.l. JIM at 2SS·2150 before2 p.m.
1217
TUTORING- MATIIEMATI~, STATIST!~,
French • Masteu degreed, experienced teacher-tutor.
266-4247.
11/30
tO CE!If'TS Pt:R report page, By professional typist.
Dissertations, theses, etc, 344·3345.
11/22
GUITAR LESSONS. CI.ASSIC, folk, rock, jazzand
enharmonic theory. From 20 to 40 dollars a month,
depending on intensity of training, Call888-4715,
12/12
TERM PAPERS, TIIESES, dissertations,
manuscripts, Typed on JBM word processor. Free
editing suvlce Included. 298·6006.
12112
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE. Call Mary
881·1724 days, 265-IOSS evenings,
1212
TYPIST ON CAMPUS. Sense of humor. Some
genius, 242-:1093.
11/29
TECHNICAL TYPING 51.50, pl3in SJ.3S, revisions
Sl. Word Pro, 266-1118.
1217
TilE WORD MII.L. Six years of experience. English

Daily Lobo
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Get Results
131 Marron Hall
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Tai Chi,
Kung Fu

.

•

M.A. Editing available. Near campus, 256·0916.
11/23
IJAVlNG PROBLEMS WITH math? Cali 888·4715
for all your algebra, trig., geometry and calculus
needs,
1212
PJWf'F,SSION AL TYPING $1/pagc. 293-4892,
12/2
SOFT CONTACT LENSES are now very reasonable
for everyihlngJ Call- Make appointment. Doctor
Eye Clinic, across from LaBelles, 5019 Menaul NE.
888-4778.
tfn
TEST ANXIETY? Mf;MORY? .Retention?
Professional hypnosis can help. Special student rates.
free consultation. Call Human Development
Programs 292·0370,
11/29
EDITING, REWRITE, 1YPING, tutoring in
sotlology, Call242-0127,
11/22
TYPING843·9137,
12/12
QUALITY TYPING IN my home, 299·1il9l. 12/12
OVERWEIGHT? NE.:D OVERWEIGHT people for
an uii natural program (HERBALIFE), 255-9866,
265·9529.
11/23
24 HR TYPING Service. 294-0144 day$, 298·5110
evenings,
1/25
QUICK, ACCUM TJ<; TYPING: Research papers,
theses, dissertations, charts, graphs in my home. The
1/9
Other0ffice884-6564,
QUAUTV TYPING, MONTGOMERY-San Pedro
area, 90 cems/pnge. 881-6445.
11/30
TYPING, 111M SELECTIUC, 255·3337,
1/16
TYPING, WORD PROCESSING 821-4126, 11129
TYPING, WORD PROCESSING, Rin\ly 296-6298,
1/23
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER, Quality lessons, sales,
rentals nnd repairs. 143 Harvard SE. 265·3315.
tfn
ACULEX WORD PROCESSING; Theses, disser·
tntlons, term papers, resumes, graphics, 831·ll81.
12/12
CONTACI'S·POLISHING, SOW'fiONS Casey
Optical Company on Loma5 just we~t of Washington,
tfn
ACCURAU INFOltMATION ABOll1' con·
traception, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
PJtEGNANCY TESTING & counseling. Phone 247·
~~~

tfu

room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243.2494. tfn
FOR RENT; EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $230/mo., for one person, $250/mo, for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $175 security deposit, Fully
furnished-security locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266-8392,
tfn

For Sale
JIAPPY 1?841 SIERRA Club, Audobon, Eliot
Porter, Garfield, Jedl, Tolkien, unicorns, !dtties,
cowboys- calendars at UNM Bookstore.
12/12
STERLING BUESCHJ<;ij S11JDENT flute, closed
hoi~ with case and music stand. $325. Call Jenny 265·
461 5 evenings or 277-6445 weekdays,
11129
FELIZ NAVII>AD - SEND your greetings In
Spanish or English with Christmas cards from the
UNM Book.~tore giftshop,
12/12
OWN FERRETS WITHOUT the srnell. I have two
housebroken ferrets. Great pets. Call266·505), Cage
included.
J1/28
KING-SIZE WATERBED$120. 884-9244nlghts.
11/28
1981 SUZUKI TS100X I;nd!lro $250, Chicago Skateb
size9\li $30. Call Frank 344·2123, Leave message.
11/23
RARE PRINTS- CATHERWOOD scenes of
Yucatan, 1850s. Varying conditions and prices.
Lyndn266-2605, evenings.
11122
BARGAIN! 197(j FIAT
Air, live-speed, just
tuned, only 57000 miles, original owner. Must sell,
$1850 or best offer, 292·8001.
11/22
1980 VW RABBIT. Cassette, s~nro9f, &90d con·
dillon, $2800. Cnll evenings 266-4218.
11/18
1981 TOYOTA CELICA. For details, call Steve after
7 p.m. at 831-4655 or at work 296·5553.
11/18

m.

Employment
PART·TIME RESTAURANT personel. "Tinnie's"
Maria Teresa. Must worlc nights, weekends, holidays
and be on call. Contact Paul at242-1122.
11/30
ARTICULATE INDIVIDUALS EARN $3·$5 an
hour helping ACORN fight utility nJte increases. Call
247-9792.
ll/30

Housing
LOOKING •·oa 'TWO quiet femJl)es (non-smokers) '
to share priv!lt~ home on campus. Furnished rooms, .
utilities, laundry, parking included for $260 per
11122
month, $12S deposit. After 6: 242-6678.
CLOSE 'TO UNM. Three bdrms, dining room,
carpeted, garage, lanc.hcaped, walher/dryer hook·
ups. $550 month. Call 344·767S weekdays, 344·7393
weekends.
)2/2
SHARE REAl~ NICE two bedroom. M/F, Prefer
graduate student. $135 plus Iii utilities. Orlando 255·
3205. Available 1211/83.
11123
THE CITAUEL: SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. J bedroom
or efficiency, $270 to $370. AU utllltles paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation

100% hand-crafted cotton futons

3015 Central N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M.
Nm To Lobo Thater
Call 268-7023

Travel

mo.

TAKING A. TRIP? Advertise your trip, adventure or
ride needs In the Dally Lobo.
tfn.

Lost&Found
LOST: PURPLE WALLET• .Reward. 277·3193,
J.D.'s important.
ll/22
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Camp11s Police
8:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. dally,
tfn

Miscellaneous
CASH FOR GOOD used furniture, toys, baby,
furniture. <;all Kid Stuff 842-6421, Yal~:-Stadium,
11/28

IDRIES---~
SHAH:

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLD TOWN

BELIEF AND
KNOWLEDGE

FLIGHT JACKET

GENUINE Gl

1\nowlt.~dge is sonwthing
which you can use

Belief i'> something whtch
use~

you

Bright Future Futon Company

• a coHago industry •
2424 Garfield Avenue SE
Albuquerque. NM 87106
(505) 268·9738

THE
LISTENING CENTER
CHILD CARE
Low ratio (7: 1) quality child care
center at 530 1 Ponderosa NE
(near San Mateo and Comanche) has openings for children 2 to 5 years old.
Rates: $100/mo. full time
$ 110/mo, 3 days per week
$80/mo. 2 days per week
Open 7:30am to 5:30pm
for lnforrnadon call:
831-4331

Let your family know
what's happening on campus
without writing a letter.

Daily Lobo
Subscriptions
Only 10.00
Per Year

Martial Arts
Supplies
& Books

PURE WIIITE CAT, green eyes, needs good home
without. other cats. About two years old, 29d.3SS4,
ask for Alan or leave message,
11/30
MANDATORY CAR INSURANCE beginning Jan,
I, 1984, Are you afraid you can't afford ciu In·
surance? Are your current preml\lms too high? There
are manY discounts available to UNM students and
personnel, Inquire about affordable and reputable
car, homeowners and life insurance. No pressure or
pushy sales pitch. Call John at 292.0511 (days ami
evenings).
11/30
FREE BEAUTIFUL KITTENS. Desperate for a
good home. Six months old, Love the outdoors. One
female brown tiger, one sleek black female, Call243·
11122
SLIDE PROJEcrOR NEEDED, l)sed or new. Call
Otto1.77·S448, 247-3199,
11/23
CASH BUSINESS, MAKE up to 16()0fo on your
savings, Three hours per Week: Miqimum $1500 to
start. 884.0054.
11/22
CLASSIFIEDS GET
your ad
today. 131 Marron
tfn

PART·TIME DAY l!elp wante<lll-1:30, Appetites.
Apply in person, 2300CentralSE,
· · 11/23
NANNY-HOUSEKEEPER, LOVING Christian
woman to live-in for family of three school-age boys.
Private room and bat!), Lovely home near UNM.
Ideal for student. Fle~lb!e scl\edule, Non-smoker.
Replies: Nanny, P.O. Box26075, Albug, 87125.
11/22
PAR'f,TJME JOB. afternoons and evenings, Must be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Appl)' In person, no phone calls
please. Saveway LiguorStoreat5516Mennul NEand
5704 Lomas NE.
12/12

Marron Hall Rm. 131
or send 10.00 to:
UNM Box 10, Univ. of N.M.
Albuquerque,N.M. 87131

he said: Submit what?
she said: Art, literature, performance.

O<:tagon Press
Ava1labiP at

0

$7.95

Ark Books
307 Johnson St.
Santa Fe
Brotherhood of Life
11 0 Dartmouth SE
Albuquerque

BlACK, SAGE GREEN,
CAMOUFlAGE, BLUE

$46.75 and up
ct. ~\lFM.ttN"'•
~
.~....

,,

ARMY·NAVY GOODS

or promptly by ma1l from
ISHK Book Sel'\'lce, Oept C·1
Altos. Co\ '14022

504 YALESE

Po Bo~ 17&, los

265-7777

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 "Begone!"
5 Blemish
9 Mennonite
14 Elbow bone
15 African
country
161ke's mate
17 Hard liquors
18 Anchorage
19 Vanity
20 Pepper shrub
21 Acted for
23 Saves
25 Expanse
26 Impact
27 Storm
29 Tub fixture
32 Keepsake
35 Weight unit
36 Hand tool
37 Ares' sister
38 Canadian
export
39 Forfeit
40 Electric units
41 Bluster
42 Teenager
43 Farm sound
44 Penny
45 Supporter
46 Equine

48 Good buy
52 Testimonials
56 Brother
57 Abhors
58 Current mo.
59 Detail
60 Awkward
61 Ending for
wagon
62 Completed
63 Disjoins
64 Worker
65 Purse Items
DOWN
1 Cuban export
2 - of India
3 Asian coins
4 British thank~
• yous
5 Roadway
6 Henhouses
7 Chinese
gelatin
8 Heckled
9 Current unit
10 French river
11 Simulation
12 Faction
13 Listen
21 Destruction
22 Room
24 Board game

MONDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED
FIA I RIMOT T 0 VA IN
ETHER AU RA
CHAlNSrTORE ST OP
TEN N r · us s s ONS
PUR seJIG!A M~
SHOT PE A •s A L OME
PANIC.A NT 1 C. BET
ov E R AN D D ON EW I T H
TEN
DELAY
S N I P ED S ~p DELL
AS
A
L
LA H
~
ACH T
BA .SUISSE
D A T E LONGTiRMER
OM E N ODDER MORN
S E R T PESTY AGEE
A~RE

-~

27 Powerful one
28 Dismounted
30 Besides
31 Equal
32 Duration
33 Mountain:
Prefix
34 Length unit
35 Persian coin
36 Cast
38 - apple pie
42 Planet
44 Cock combs

45 Stumble
47 Capable
48 Stitch
49 Scottish river
50 "Good Night

"

51 Cognomens
52 Golf shot
53 Frog genus
54 Fastened
55 Preposition
59 Wedding
words

